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Tuition-Waiver Plan Announced
Student-Faculty
Voting Results
Pres. Sachs to Send Names
· To Board of ·Governors
The results of the June 2 and 3 election for a new name for lTTC-1'
show that the most popular name , as •far as students who voted are con
cerned is Midwest or Midwestern. The faculty vote showed a prefer•
ence for the name of Adlai Stevenson.
A, tally of the votes showed that 590 persons voted: 484 students and
106 faculty and staff members.
Students cast 102 votes for the 4 names with Midwest in them; 70
votes for names with Northeast ; 47 votes for Illinois State College; 46
for a name with Stevenson in it; 42 votes for the name of J. F . Kennedy.
Faculty votes were distributed among many names. The high count
names were: 21 for Stevenson ; 19 Chicago State College; 14 Illinois
State College of Chicago; 9 for Carl A. Sandburg.
President Sachs has announced that he will send a list of three
names to the Board of Governors. The Board, which has the power to
discard any or all of these names , will make its decision and send its
list of three names to the Illinois Legislature The legislature will make
the final decision.
While it is possible that the new name of our school may not be any
of those that were even on the ballot, President Sachs has assured the
Interim that he will consider the students' votes when he makes the
final decision on the three names he will send to the Board. One of
the requests made by the legislature to the school was that at least
one of the names sent to them should be the students' preference.
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The Board of Governors of the
State of Illinois has approved a tuition waiver plan for the six schools
under its jurisdiction.
Thfs plan going into effect in the
fall, will cover tuition (not student
fees) .
Each school will receive sevenfy
,waivers the first year, and another
:seventy the next year and so on
until a total of 280 are in use on
each campus.
Students who display talent in
such fields of extra-curricular activities as music, drama, art, journallism , and athletics will receive a
waiver which amounts to $40 per
quarter for each student.
In addition, it has been anThe tools of democracy at work in the halls of ITCC·N. The nounced that ITCC-N is now able
voting booth outside f!h·e auditorium does a 'brisk business as to start an enrollment of foreign
!students, to total one per cent of
voters cast their 1choice for, fTCC-N's new name.
I the entire student population.
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Thursday, June 23rd
The Student Senate of ITCC-N
will present an outdoor "Folk Festival" on Thursday, June 23 at one
o'clock in the afternoon. The festival will be held in the courtyard
of the little theater and will feature
"The Brethern" along with " Mary
and Gary."
A " musical tour of the world" is
the theme of the performance and
will include the satirical quips and
quotes of Jim Kregg, Ron Benson,
Terry Leahy and Ted (Smith?)

Racho!5ky. Mr. Kregg has felt that
there -has been a lack of the folk
music spirit at I.T.C. and he hopes
that the 1?tudent body will respond
favorably to their new first in music.
All studentll and faculty members
are invited t9 bring along their
guitars and ot~er portable instruments and sing along with the
groups "Mitch Miller" style. Have
no fear: if it rains, the festival will
be held in the auditorium.
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IJ'he Brethern: (I to r) Terry Leahy, Jim Kregg, Ted Rochofsky
and Ron Benson.
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To Be Honored
ITCC-N will hold its first annual
Sports Banquet on June 21 , 1966.
The Banquet will be held at Nielsen's Restaurant, 7330 W. North
Avenue, in Elmwood Park and will
begin at 6:30 p.m.

INTERIM staff tally results of students' and faculty's choice in
the matter of a new name for ITCC-N. Election days were June
2 and ·3 .

Be

35

Athletes

After two days of voting comes the counting! Members of

Folk Festival Will

To be honored at this Banquet
are those who have represented our
school in inter-collegiate athletic
competition. These students include
members of the Basketball team,
the Goll team, and the Tennis
team.
Recognition will also be given to
the members of ITCC-N's first
cheerleading squad. who did a great
job as representatives qf our student body.

Summer Registration Announced
The Registrar Office has announced :
1. Students presently registered
only for classe~ in the first eight
weeks must re-register on June
27th (see schedule) if they wish to
take courses in the second· eight
weeks.
2. Students already registered for
the full sixteen weeks who wish
to add classes in the second eight
weeks should report to the Record
Office on June 20, 21 or 22 to pick
up change of registration forms.
The addition of classes must be
approved by an adviser in the Office of Academic Advisement, and
a change fee of $5.00 paid as well
as any fees applicable because of
the additional hours. No one already enrolled for sixteen hours of
course work may add a course.
\,,

3. Students planning to register for independent study courses
in the fall tri-mester must obtain
a form for this purpose well in advance of registration . These forms
are available in the Record Office
and include instructions as to their
use. Forms are also available in
the Record Office and include instructions as to their use. Forms
are also available in the Record
Office for obtaining written consent
of an instructor for enrollment it1
courses requiring such written consent.
4. The Constitution Examination ·
will be given on Thursday, July 7
at 1:00 P.M. in Room D-104. Students who have questions concerning this examination should see
Dr. Farr.
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New Teachers Offer
Practical Advice·

Thursday, June 16, 1966

Reactions on 'China' by
Students and Faculty
'\

The showing of " China" in our tainly provided food for thought!"
auditorium June 2, evoked considClaire Oye.
erable comment among the student
body and faculty. Following are
China was an interesting film.
some of the "on-the-spot" and "off.
They included many . aspects of city
the-cuff" comments of viewers as
and country life, industry and rethey left the auditorium:
ligion."
Susan Schmakel.
"I think China hired a very effective propagandist."
Lorna Stahlke
"One of the best movies that's
ever been shown here."

On April 27 , Mrs. Kremer and Mrs. Prale, two of our graduates
who had been teaching for one year returned on Dr. Steve n's request
to tell the students about their experiences. Questions wer e put to them
both by the students and Dr. Stevens.
To the question of " What were you most unprepared for ?" , the
teacher s r eplied, "Substituting in someone else's. class without a lesson
plan to follow ." Although it was thought that the language of some of
the students would come under this category , this was not the case.
They say they felt most insecure when faced with the task of taking
over someone else 's class without being left with a lesson plan to follow .
Another question dealt with the problem of discipline . It was again
emph asized that to yell or otherwise raise one 's voice only meant that
the children had won. A slow, level tone can do more to get done what
must be done than shouting . For-continued the teachers-when you
Anita Kaiser.
"The movie changed my viewshout you lower yourself to their level and then the students can treat
point.
The
demonstrations
of
regiyou as an equal and will not be manageable . The students will always
"I found the movie very enlighttest a te acher, so be firm but remain calm and don't raise your voice . mented for ces was overwhelming.
Photography was excellent. It · cer- ening and enjoyable. Presented a
Mean what you sa y but don 't threaten and then not follow through.
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· quite different slant on China in
The teachers were split on the
continuous development theory .
that it stresed the positive accomThey think ther e are still bugs in
plishments of the Chinese rather
the reading de velopment and how
than the negative aspects. Let's
this relates to math deficiency .
Th ey said the inner-city schools
have some more informative movhad nic e new books, but not many
ies of the same quality ."
of the ...students were capable of
reading them.
Patricia Studham.
They both agr eed that the one
section of the curriculum course
"In my opinion, the movie was
they could not use was the Lanexcellent. It was completely free
guage Arts, because it did not
from political prejudice and gave
teach them how to teach children.
The teachers gave the following
an honest picture of life in China.
tips to the future teachers :
In short, it was entertaining, inter1. Use the Teachers ' Guides.
esting, and informative."
They were made by experts .
2. Wear comfortable shoes. You
Roberta Wildes.
move around quite a bit.
3. Wear neat clothes and clean
"I think the movie on China was
clothes. This allows you to command discipline rather than de- 1- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - l interesting as well as informative.
mand it.
It was like a picture view of facts
4. Know your chain of command
that
should concern us whether difrom the Principal to Assistantrectly or indirectly. It gave an
Principal ~ Ma ster Teacher of Teachers in Spanish and Portu- honest look at the country, its peoNew Assistant Registrar
Counsellor , and then you , the teachIn July, Mr. Vernon R. Braun guese and Pi Phi Epsilon .
er.
ple and life."
Mr. Ted Charawan comes to us
5. In the realm of Parent- will become assistant registrar . He
Sharon Spratt.
Teacher relationships - co-operate. is a native of Chester, Illinois and as Assistant Professor of EducaNever " tell " a parent. Recommend is married and has two children. tional Research assigned to LearnAmong his publications are student ing Services. A native Chicagoan, . "Techni:ally well-done, though
and suggest only.
It wa s noted that when a teacher guides. Mr. Braun has also re- he has attended the Universities of lacked real film style. Seemed
looked neat, her age didn't matter ceived medals for outstanding Illinois and Chicago, as well as
Northwestern University and the staged or that the photographe~
when it came to being in control marksmanship .
Illinois Institute of Technology. He was allowed only to photograph
of a classroom .
New Faculty
is a member of the Midwest Hunian what was 'right' according to the
A new assistant Professor of Factors Society.
Richard Prey.
Spanish will be in the person of
Dr. Ferrydoon Firoozi, who Chinese."
Miss Bonnie Busse of Mankato , comes from far off Iran, will be an
Minn. She has previously attended Assistant Professor of Economics .
"I thought the movie on China
Macalester College in St. Paul, He was schooled at Tehran Univer- was interesting in that it gave me
the University of Nebraska, Mid- sity, Prin :eton University, Dropsie
dlebury College, the Universities of College and Penn and Temple Uni- a new insight on the conditions of
Colorado and New Mexico and versities . Dr. Firoozi is a member China today and the vast progress
C. T. C. Crane. Miss Busse is also of the Middle East Institute and they are making despite the mass
a member of the American Assn. American Economic Assn. He has hardships on their people. I espebeen awarded a Medal of Honor
J!y Mohammad Reza, Shah of Iran. cially noticed the numerous products they have adopted for manufacturing from America."

New Staff and Faculty

INTERIM
DEADLINE

June 20-Noon

Folk Festival
June 23rd

movie on China. It was very inter· esting and informative. The most
impressive thing about the film
was its technicolor because it was
very clear. The film also showed
how the Chinese people live - in
other words I saw Chinese culture.
I hope every student had a chance
to see it."
Jutta Elske.
" I enjoyed the movie very much.
It gives me a completely diff(erent)

idea of what China is like . I'm
surprised that it looks just like a
Chinese drawing of a landscape!
Most of all I am surprised to see
the progress the Communists have
made. I must say I think they
have done a good job, and although
our ideologies are different. we
seem to have a lot in common as
to what we think a good life is.
Cathy Whisler.

" I watched it twice and enjoyed
it very much . I saw many things
the se cond time that had been
overlooked in my first viewing.
Was very surprised at the progrPSSbeing made and am worried a bit
about the outcome of the training
being given to the children."
Geraldine Kuntz.
"China was great!"
Dr. P. Speltz.

"A superbly filmed production,
revealing and provocative, that
should, ideally, be seen by everyone - but won't of course since
it is not Hollywood-promoted. Somewhat romanticized, but in terms of
the world revolution, a tremendous
piece of reality ."
Dr. H. S. Moorhead.

In addition to the above " on-thespot" comments received the day
of the China showing, we have received the following comments
from Miss June So : hen of our faculty to add to the · compilation of
reactions given by the viewers of
Mr. Greene's film .

My first reaction to Felix
Greene's movie on China was to
Shirley Lee. book passage on Peking Air Lines
(if -it was available) and fly to
" I was one of the fortunate stu. (Continued on Page 3)
dents that was able to see the

Senate Report

Results of Election Announced
In the student senate elections of conducted by any party or candiThe next senate meeting that is
this past week was witnessed the · date. And what was done in the held should prove to be an intereststirrings of the Action-Voice ma- 'way of campaigning was not im- ing one. It would appear that anychine. Fielding a slate of nine pressive.
thing less than a recognition of
candidates as opposed to five for
Action-Voice goals on the part of
the party in power (SEP), two inS.E.P. last year carried the field the S.E.P. will end with S.E.P .
dependent and one candidate for through the backing of the frater- losing out as a guiding factor in
The Party of Organized Students ; nity and sorority. From the way our government. (The student may
the Action Voice Party won seven the voting went this time there well ask now just what were the
seats: Allen Polla ck, Sandra Fried- was no noticeable move by these goals of S.E.P. when they took oflander, Tom Hebel, Bonita Karat- organizations for any party in par- fice last January).
scwicz, Pat Breschke, Helen Gold- ticular. This would once again reberg, and Dan Kahn. The other inforce the idea that could a politiThe tide has turned and an agthree seats were taken by George cal organization gain the support gressive Action-Voice machine has
Gaertner, (POS), Marsha Chernow of the fraternity and sorority they
(SEP) , and John Hansen (Inde- would win an election hands down. once again formed .
pendent).
The lack of support for any group
This may mean the end to the
may be signifi:ant in that it might
Friend ..
This means that SEP must now mean that these organizations are doldruming senate meetings . Time
look to a coalition with some mem- disenchanted with the student gov- will tell.
LOOK AT YOURSELF! Have you become "LIFELESSLY, LISTLESS?" hers outside of their party if their ernment.
Al Gagnon.
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Do you feel less and less useful ? More and more useless? - Both? policies are to continue. And, it;would appear that the odds are
Do you see yourself stuck in a mudhole , watching the mainstream of against this happening. To make
mankind pass yoti by ?
matters more interesting, of the original senate that was not up for
Well, my friend, here's how ot cure your ills. My friend:
r e-election one member was from
IT'S HIGH TIME THAT YOU BECOME OBSESSED WITH A
the Party of Organized Students
THEATRE GROUP!
and four have retired from the acThe girls in the picture, above, became obsessed with a theatre tion . This necessitates the appointgroup. The Repertoire Theatre, and look at them now. They're way too ing of some students to a senatorial position. Should the policy
busy to think about anything!
of nominating candidates for this
Come join our oblivious ::rew.
honor continue on the basis of those
We need actors , technicians, stage hands, pit crews, etc .. You name who ran for offi ~e the S.E.P. Party
has a chance of regaining a balit - we need it.
ance of power. However , should
Auditions for Oscar Wilde's popular comedy The Importance of the other parties in the Senate
Being Earnest will be held in lhe Little Theatre, located at the north- unite to block such a move the
west corner of the ca~pus . Tne schedule follows: Wednesday. June 15. S.E .P . would in effect be forced to
listen to their desires. And Action
12 :00 N.; Thursday. June 16. 'l :00 p.m .; Monday, June 20, 12 :00 N.; - Voice has many desires .
,.
Tuesday. June 21. 7:00 p.m.
As in most " off year" elections
Who says "Joe College" isn't enterprising?
C'O:\IE'
there was not a large campaign

New- Lease on Life

Thursday, June 16, 1966

LETTERS TO
Name Contest Quite Successful THE EDITOR
Appreciation Expessed

Editorially Speaking

Let's Be Realistic

Page Three
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The contest is over - we have done and said all we can about our
preferences of our college 's name. When Dr. Sachs sends the list of
It is almost incomprehensible how a record such as the "Day of three names to the Board of Governors , our "fate " depends on them
Decision" could become so popular. Every day this recording is piped and the Illinois Legislature. We must admit that we are curious about
the new name.
over the air waves encouraging more Americans to join the ranks of
Since our crystall ball is all fogged up we cannot make predictions. Letter to the Editor:
flag waving, misty-eyed patriots. Can this be a measure of real patri- But we do have many thanks to give out. Running a school-wide election THE SAME
can be quite a project. We could not do it alone.
As usual, the average, normal
otism? A patriot loves his country deeply, but one who also keeps the
It took the co-operation of Dr. Stamps, Mrs. Zimmerman and ITCC-N student has shown his
best interests of the nation in mind. To measure the level of patriotic Dave Morrow (who made our signs for us .) And, without people to sit (her) general enthusiasm for school
in the booths · and give out the ballots, chaos would have reigned. For affairs. Again the turnout for Stuzeal by counting the number of people who can sing "America" at a this service we would like to thank the Student Senators and the dent Senate elections was a dismal
Interim Staff members who volunteered one or more hours each day. failure .
Another mark which
party or rush off blindly to ·.var is absurd. In college we have beeri We would like to give a special thanks to Helen Wislinski for the shows real concern on the part of
admonished for a purely emotional judgment arrived at, without bene- Senate 's co-operation, to Kevin McHugh for b~ing very dependable the student body for what happens
and to Pat Brieschke and Charlotte Frost for duty beyond the call. in their school. Some argue that
fit of reason or intellectual ana!ysis. We are encouraged to think before
And , then we must thank those students who stayed late to count the Senate does nothing or accomwe make decisions. This pathetic appeal for more flag wavers could ballot, . At the last minute Al Pollack, Dan Kahn, Andy Falton, Judy plishes nothing. If this were true,
LaChance and Denise Kelly came to our rescue. It would have been a it is only because the Senate
only be subscribed to by the same people who advocate the "my coun- long, hard night without their assistance .
doesn't have student backing; that
try, right or wrong" thesis, the non-thinkers, or more aptly - the folTo eve.cyone who helped us in any way we offer our thanks. And , they lack support from those who
that includes each and ever y voter - your part was essential.
are supposedly supporting them,
lowers.
Thank ou.
the s_tudent body.
1. . . 2 ~ ~ ' ! - L ~ ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +
One enlightened student confided
Inherent in this brand of n::ttionalistic fervor is the narrow, superto me secretly that there was a
ior "master race" militaristic nature which should be examined. Mayboycott because of lack of cam'CJ J '.r
paigning on the part of the Senate
be the -record was to rally support for the war in Viet Nam, or to remnominees . There seemed some
validity in this since when I was
edy our, prestige around the world. All the patriotic emotionalism in the
.l~
voting, I only knew five of the nominees
and recognized only three
world will not solve the problems facing America. More than ever we THE PHYSICIAN IN SPITE OF Another point Moliere dwells on is
other
names
which I had seen but
need leaders that achieve a healthy relationship between their intelHIMSELF
doctors' preoccupation with peo- didn 't know personally or had nevlect and emotions preferably with the former in control.
Moliere has a delightful story ple's private parts and functions, er met. The following is an inciwhich happened in coffee shop
here,
in which everything ·ends blood, guts, enemas, etc. Among dent
after the elections.
Now we need a broader internationalism, not a narrow nationalism
happily, but not before he has got- other things , Sganarelle is con- After pondering over the problem
which requires our total allegiance to the exclusion of all other nations. ten several satirical rigs at 18th stantly trying to ·'inspect" the for a while I decided that it was
In addition to the broadening of our scope of interests, we need more century society, especially doctors. wet nurse for the "health" of the too large to solve by myself and
so with the aid of two other stu, people willing to think rather than merely getting all choked up. If As the play opens, Sganarelle whole castle.
dents, the following conversation
we are to decide anything on a "Day of Decision," let it be to foster and his wife Martine argue, and Today we have the tendency to ensued.
"Well, what do you think of that
intelligent, aware citizens who are twice the patriots ancl half the risk this leads to his beating her. Sqe condemn primitive people for fol- election for senators, " I opened
is pondering how to get revenge lowing medicine men while prais- the conversation on a somewhat
of the misty-eyed group.
on her husband for doing thfs when ing ourselves for being advanced casual tone.
B. L. along comes Valere and Lucas and scientific. Yet it was not very
"The Senators didn't campaign
enough," remarked the first stulooking for a doctor to cure their long ago that "civilized" doctors dent. "I asked a number of other
master's daughter who has gone were bleeding people, and offering students and they didn't know anydumb. Martine tells them that her cure-all elixers. Tonsil operations, thing about issues , or candidates,
or platforms."
husband is -a great doctor, whiich as little as ten years · ago, were " Then the students didn't care
is a big lie, and that they wiill not given indiscriminately to every- enough to find out. That's typical
As of the next issue, Mrs. Victoria Logan rises to the exalted po- get him to admit it unless they body. Even today, some peop$ ac- of most students here," I concludtually think mecuricrome kills ed.
sition of Editor of our soon-to-be-weekly Interim. She has put in many beat it out of him. ·
" No, not so fast. " The 1st stuSo Sganarelle goes to Geronte's germs and medicate themselves dent was quick to rephrase his
hours over the past few trimesters working on the improvement of
(he's their master) house to try to with exorbitantly priced "pain-re- point. "I said they didn't know
this college paper. Students will find that she is very interested in their cure his daughter Lucinde. Of lievers" with unknown side-effects. because they weren't told. The Senate nominees didn't see m to go out
reactions to the paper's coverage of events and of its exercise of poli- course. there's really nothing wrong Smallpox vaccine today kills more and
campaign, to let people know .
cies. Being an involved student herself, Vicki takes pride in the ex- with her, she just wants to prev~nt Americans than smallpox. But this They didn't seem to care."
We both looked at the 3rd stupanaing horizons of the soon-to-be-renamed ITCC-N:, which include the her man-iage with Horace because is enough to show the relevance of dent who although he didn't say
she loves Leander. How she is Moliere's point on doctors to the a word nodded his head at what
bigger r ole for the Interim in creating a more active student body. We
cured and gets to marry Lean~er, 20th century. The latipsoh of the the 1st student said about Senator
wish her the best of luck on a rather hectic but rewarding office of how Sganarelle is reunited with his Nacarima isn't as ·good as its be- campaigning.
I, being more cynical of the stu;
Editor, and hope that she gets all the cooperation necessary from stu- wife so they can fight happily ever lievers trust.
dent body, said, "look, if the stuAnother concern of Moliere dents were really interested, they
dents and faculty to make the Interim a vital communicative device. after, these things I will not reveal; I don't want to spoil the play shown in this play is that the peo- would have made an attempt to
Another devoted tireless Interim staff member has moved up in for those who haven't seen it yet. ple of his time are placing more show the right people that they,
ranks, Mrs. Charlotte Frost who has been writing our book reviews, But there are some precious lines emphasis on money than love in as students, are interested. That
they 're not just a bunch of holes
play reviews, movie reviews, art reviews, ad infinitum will become and happenings I can't pass over the arrangement of marriages. punched in some IBM card in the
Geronte won't let Ludinde marry administration office. That they
Assistant Editor. She is currently in her eighth trimester and plans to in this review.
want to be heard. That they are
Sganarelle
is
a
fake
doctor,
to
Leandre
because Horace has more concerned. That they're proud
student teach in the fall. As a literature major, Charlotte has become
be sure, although he was forced in- money. And although we no longer enough of their school to take a
especially interested in the sponsored events of the Humanities Divi- to it. But by __means of him Moliere
have arranged marriages, some sincere part and make a sincere
sion. Often she can be seen in the library listening to an artist's lec- conveys that he thinks that most couples still get married with mon- effort."
Again we looked at the 3rd stuture, in the art department dyeing ties, or on her way downtown to all doctors are quacks, which in ey foremost among considerations. dent and again he nodded .
After about a minute of silence
The Physician is an excellent
view the latest flick. The spotlight of achievement must be shared his time they probably were.
the 3rd one's face lit up and he
Sganarelle
makes
some
interesting
play,
but
much
must
be
said
for
within her family, however, as her two daughters also attend college,
blurted out, "I have it, I've got the
comments:
the way the Stage-Players pro- answer. It's neither the students
one at the University of Illin~is in .Champaign, and the other at a uni"I think it's the best trade there duced it, too. The acting was gen- nor the Senate-nominees that's at
versity in Washu:igton, _D. C. ·Mrs. Frost must give her daughters stiff is, for whether you do well or bad- erally good, the character parts fault. Don 't you remember? It's
the summer tri-mester. (sic). Stucompetition as she has proven herself a creative writer and honor stu- ly, you get paid just the same . . . and ironic lines coming through dents
are on vacation. Don 't you
A cobbler making shoes can't spoil strong. In the library, the audience see, the go-getters, the ones· who
dent. Again, good !uck on your new job!
---- - --·------ - --- --------------- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 a piece of leather without paying got very close to the "stage;" eve- try to stir up interest, who go out
campaign ; the students who
for the damage; but in this job we ryone had a perfect seat. The in- and
ask questions, they're all gone for
can spoil a man without its cost- timate atmosphere in the small the summer. They're out working,
ing us a penny . . . In short, the area where · the actors and audi- or on a vacation somewhere, or
nice thing about this profession is ence were made the play seem like just relaxing for the summer. It's
their fault for not being here to
(Continued from Page 2)
that dead men have a most mar- the dramatic counterpart if cham- get us going. To push us. To make
Shanghai immediately. The phoThe total absence of ideology in velous decency and discretion; ber music. All ni all . . . recom- us become interested. It's their
fault."
tography was superb and the im- the movie must also be realized you never hear a dead man com- mended.
The three of us looked at each
pressions the viewer garnered were in appraising its value . I certainly plain of the doctor who killed him."
John Hansen , other and in silence, nodded.
<111 positive.
'
C. J. Smolka.
join with Greene in praising a regime which eliminates cholera and
However, on reflection, a· number reduces the child mortality rate.
With Appreciation .
of disturbing features became evi- But the methods used to accom- '
Dear Staff and Students,
dent. First, the emphasis of city plish these desirable ends must
life over _village and rural life was never be ignored. Ruthless ta ~tics ILLl~OIS 'l'E1\-eHlmS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTH) MEMBER
This is to acknowledge the reThursday, June 16, 1966
a distortion of reality. Although - suppression of opposition, elim- Vol. 15 - No. 4
ceipt of the books which you have
been so kind to collect for my Ji.
Greene once mentioned that the ination of freedoms, and desecra- .
brary in India. I do really appremajority of people live in rural tion of the old traditional customs ! The Interim is published bi-weekly at Illinois Teachers College - Chicago (North), s,oo ciate
your generous cooperation
N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. Leite, s to the editor must be signed. We reserve Ille
areas, he spent a good deal of time - can never be condoned.
right to condense letters when necessarv. All published opinions are those of the Interim and good-will shown towards this
editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
showing you the big cities. Secondworthy and educative cause. I was
greatly impressed by the hospitally, the creation of a cohesive na,_,.
.... ' , \
I still want to visit China and Editpr
. . .. .... .. .. . . .. .... . .. .... . Barbara Lofgren ity and generous support of the
tional spirit, which Greene applaud- am hopeful, along with all good Assistant Editor
. . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . Vicki Logan
Club Editor
. . . .... •• .. . .. Terri Mascolo college and especially Mr. Bernard
ed, frightened me . The gleaming liberals, that material advance- Columnists
and , memPat Brieschke, Frank Sesko, Diana Locallo, Spencer, coordinator,
ment
will
soften
the
rigid.
Marxist
Jeff P1ovus, Harry Rossi bers of the Sigma Kappa Epsilon
eyes of eager Chinese youth marehFeature Writers
Charlotte Fnst, Al Gagnon, Elayne Landini, Jo Ann Pareti Fraternity, who sponsored this book
ideologies
in
China.
But
as
Greene,
ing in a colorful parade and salut- in a slippery manner ended his Reporters
Linda Koser, Joh:, Hansen, Patricia Eichenola, Corrine Hansen,
May the Good Lord
Sandra Gordon, Judy Strideil, Linda Stempe~. Annette Pullue, collection.
ing Mao Tze Tung elicited uneasy film with a question and a thought,
Cynthia Rusin, Freden·e Pecchia, M . J. Del Ciello, reward you and bless.
impressions in the mi.,d of this so will I. What will be the fate of
Barbara Rosen, Frank Collins, Dan Kahn,
Denise Kelley, Danette Mahoney, Dean Polacheck
With grateful appreciation.
historian who immediately thought China? Only the future will tell.
Office Manager
. . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . .. - . • • . Helen Wlsllnskl
Yours very sincerely,
Advertising Manager
. . • . • . . • • . • . Kevin McHugh
of the evils that one brand of naPhotographer
Rev. Emmanuel Pallikunnen
-. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. .. . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . .
. Gary Stockman
tionalism perpetrated in the 1930's.
June Sochen. SPonsor
. . . . . . . . . .. . - . - .. . . . .. - . . . . .. . - -.... . ........ . .... . ... E. M. Uebow
Kerala State, l!]dia.

Who's to Blame?

Staue Plavers , Exnerimen
•
t
Ts a Success

----------------------------1

Editorship Changes Hands -Again

Re·a·cfions on 'China Boy'-

-
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Sorority
The sisters of Lambda Sigma Alpha noted, on their last visit to
St. Mary's of Providence - a home
for mentally retarded children, how
eager the girls there were to make
themselves more attractive. With
this in mind, the sorority has undertaken, as part of their calendar
of activities for June, -a collection
of hair supplies (rollers, combs,
brushes, etc.) whi ch the girls
seemed to need most. These will
be taken to the home for distribution . The girls had visited previously, in March, to work and play with
the children.

Spanish Club
As the summer rapidly approaches, the Spanish Club members are
turning their thoughts to traveling

The Interim

in the various Spanish speaking
countries.
All Spanish club members will
take part in an armchair guided
tour of Latin America at the next
regular club meeting on Thursday ,
June 23, 1966 at 1:00 p.m. in room
D-104. Mr. Cal Smith, a Spanish
teacher at York Community High
School in Elmhurst who has traveled extensively in Latin America,
will share his experien ces with us
by means of his large slide collection. Come to this meeting and
join our free tour of Latin America!
Remember: June 23, 1:00 p.m.,
in D-104.
A number of Spanish Club members will have the opportunity to
really travel to Latin America this
summer. To date, the Spanish Department know~ of ten students
who plan to attend the Summer
School of the University of Arizona
to be held in Guadalajara , Mexico,

THURSDAY, JUNE 16
1:00 P.M.
French Club
LSA Meeting
1:00 P .M.
Math Club
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
Orchesis
1:00 P.M.
Republican Club
FRIDAY, JUNE 17
The Physician in Spite of Himself 8:30 P .M.
SATURDAY, JUNE 18
The Physician in Spite of Himself 8:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, JUNE 21
All Sports Banquet of the School 7:00 P.M.
Inter-Varsity ·
10:00 A.M.
Orchesis
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
Student Senate
THURSDAY, JUNE 23
Folk Festival
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
Orchesis
1:00 P.M.
Spanish Club
TUESDAY, JUNE 28
Inter-Varsity
10:00 A.M.
10 :00 A.M.
Orchesis
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29
Chess Exhibition
7:00 P.M.

A125
Dl13
B117
Gym
Al13
Library
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from June 27 until August 6. In
Mexico, these ten students will
be taking as many as three courses
in Spanish language or literature.
Perhaps more memorable to these
students will be the unique opportunity of living with a Mexican
family and seeing much of the
country. These ten students are :
Elfie Christianson, Christine Dudek, Lynda Freidman, Eva Kaiser,
Therese Kotnour, Melinda Kovats ,
Alice Mohrman, Margaret Penna ,
Mary Anne Routson, and Jill Wagner. Another Spanish student,
James Von Bru:hhaeuser is spending three months visiting friends
in several parts of Mexico. Jesus
Bayron will travel to Puerto Rico.
We hope the above students have
a very memorable summer. They
will share their experiences with
the rest of the Spanish Club in the
fall.

MEET YOUR
PERFECT
DATE!
We ore now programming our

third improved series of Dateline Electronic Research, programmed for women ages 18
to -45 , and men 18 lo 55 . The
great response to seri es one

Library
Nielsen' s
A115
Gym
AllO
L. T. Court
Gym
Dl04
A115
Gym

& two hos created o need for
continuou s mat ching . A new

expanded program with en·
rollment fee reduced to $3 .00
for adults ages 18 lo 27, and
$5 .00 for adults over 27 .
Sond For Your Quoslionain Today No Obligation, Strict1<t (onfidonu
Name .
Address
City .

State

Zip Code

DATELINE EUCTIONIC
IHEAICH INC.
P.O. lox 369, Chlcogo, Ill.

60645

L.T.

Sick and Tired?

For Add . Info Call 271-3133

Chess and
Checkers
The Chess and Checker Club
proudly announces a forthcoming
Chess Exhibition, which will be
held on campus, in the Little Theater, at 7:00 P.M., on Wednesday,
June 29.
Yes, it's true. The nationally
rated, professional chessmaster,
Albert Sandrin, has consented to
give a six-board simultaneous exhibition . Mr. Sandrin, who has
been blind for some twenty years,
will play without sight of the board
or men, and without touching the
pieces (a moderator will play Mr.
Sandrin's moves as they are called
out). Mr. Sandrin has won many
"strong" tournaments. The most
notable of his recent victories is
the 1965 Midwestern Open Championship held in Milwaukee. The

event was won with a clean score;
the master neither lost nor drew
a single game.
Fee to participate in the exhibition is $1.00 for students and faculty members of ITCC-N, (payable
in advance at any Chess and
Che:ker Club meeting on Thursdays at 1:00 P.M. in Room A-130),
$1.50 for the general public. Prizes
will be awarded to anyone who defeats or draws Mr. Albert Sandrin. Admission is free to students
and faculty members of ITCC-N
who wish to be spectators. A spector fee of $0.25 will be charged to
the general public.
This Chess Exhibition promises
to be truly memorable. Come and
match your wits against a Chessmaster who is playing five other
boards at the same time, blindfolded! Or, just come and watch.
But don't miss this spectacular
event which is being presented for
your enjoyment.

Ah Joy! Summer School
by Diane Locallo

Last week some tens and thousands of colleges unleashed their
inhabitants for the purpose of summer vacation. Chances are that you
will encounter one or many of these poor, discontent and underpriviledged individuals who do not share your joy of summer school. They
are sure to ask whether or not you are out of your tree while you
hastily inform them with that phony smile of yours ,' that you're madly
in love with it, education that is.
The truth of the matter is that you really are in love and they say
that love is blind and all that, otherwise you would not be where you
are. However it seems quite obvious that you have not convinced your
inquiring friend of your devoted and passionate interest, so you invent
marvelous advantages such as traveling the CTA with neat, compact
European History books instead of those heavy , baggy, beach bags.
Ah yes you could ramble on aimlessly , siting those unforgetable
experiences of getting up and staggering to that 8:00 class on those
cool brisk Monday mornings, while your not so fortunate comrades
waste away half the day.
And what Chicago beach could match that cultural suntan you
receive through the windows of the art room . You no longer live for
weekends as in the fall and winter, you die for them .
What you possibly beat the consistancy of a 365 day ulcer instead
of a painful reoccuring one or the sheer joy of . mulling ov~r ~haucer,
Disraili and Freud while others incur future wrinkles at Miami Beach.
And if this hasn't yet reached your friend, and you've tried all
other means unsuccesfully, you read him the ultimat~ of your ace
reasoning, the unadulterated truth_?f the matter, you Just could not
get away from your profs ever sm1lmg faces .

AMEN

Need a Checkup?

Make an appointment to . see

"The Physician" 1n the Library

''THE PHYSICIAN IN SPITE OF HIMSELF''
By Molie-re

(Morris ~ishop Translation) .

FRIDAY &. SATURDAY

JUNE 17th and 18th
8:30 P.Me
Single Admission $1e25

A Stage Players Production
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Student Sketch

In and Out . . . Around
And About Chicago
PAYSAGES DE FRANSE, Findlay
LUV, Studebaker Theater, 418 s. Galleries, 320 S. Michigan.
Michigan, though June 11. Nightly THE ART CLUB OF CIDCAGO,
except Sunday at 8:30; matinees 109 E . Ontario St. , Illustrations for
Wednesday and Saturday at 2.
Dante's .Inferno. Through June 20.
Monday to Friday, 9:30 to 5:30.
MOVIES
THE ODD COUPLE , Blackstone
DOCTOR
ZHIVAGO,
BismarckTheater , 60 E . Balboa. Nightly ex-

Sue Engel
In this issue, the Interim would
like to introduce Sue Engel. To the
majority, she will be an unknown
because, you see, Sue isn't the
"belle" of I.T.C.C.-N. She isn't
very active in clubs , she did not
set out to meet half of the school
population; instead Sue set her
goals much higher.
Sue came to I.T.C.C.-N six trimesters ago for only one purpose :
to get the education needed to
become a teacher. Therefore, she
feels that extra-curricular activities just aren't necessary for her
to be successful in college; yet
successful she is. For the past
two trimesters , Sue has been on
the Dean's Honor List.
Miss Engel is by no means, a
"bookworm" or a " snob intellectual." She is an avid sports fan and

THEATER

cept Sunday at 8:30; matinees Palace, Randolph ~nd LaSalle.
Monday-Thursday: 8 p. m., FriWednesday and Saturday at 2.
day-Saturday : 8:30 p. m. , Sunday
THE LATE CHRISTOPHER BEAN, 7:30 p. m. Matinees Saturday, SunIvanhoe Theater, 3000 N. Clark. day, 2 p. m.
Through July 3. Tuesdays through THE GROUP, United Artists , RanFridays at 8:30, Saturdays at 6 dolph at Dearborn, Open 9: 15
and 9, Sundays at 7, matinees a. m. , last feature Saturday only,
Wednesday at 2:30.
10 :45 p. m.

1

A group of seniors from Wells High School vi~t ITCC-N to
learn more' about college cuniculum. Tours a.nd dis9.1ssions
faculty help untangle the maze that confronts all prospective
new students.

'Technopolitan' Man
Emerges from City Life
THE SECULAR CITY

by Harvey Cox
The most persuasive defense of
modern man in current history, and
a scholarly supporter of change
and revolution, The Secular City
is its own revolt against a diseased tradition . A phonemic coup
· d'etat the book champions an overthrow' of absolute belief and practice , and an ushering in of a new
maturity and new measure of responsibility .
Scrutinizing the phenomena of
urbanization and secularization,
Harvey Cox celebrates man's new
and highly potential freedom within the changing structure of the
city.
Mr. Cox begins his study of secularization by defining the term as
"the liberation of man from religious and metaphysical tutelage,"
a turning towards this world. He
contends that as man evolves parallel with the process of urbanization he is losing the ability and
the 'need to look to the spiritual,
REVUES
YEARS OF LIGHTING, DAY OF to the intangible, to other worlds.
THROUGH THE EYES OF THE DRUMS, Cinestage, Dearborn at Secularization is "this - worldliINMATES, Second City, 1846 N. Lake. Continuous performances be- ness."
Secularization is a good thing.
Wells . Through June 12, Nightly ginning at 12:20 p . m.
It permits man to face reality by
except Monday at 9, Fridays at 9
''A BIG HAND FOR THE LITTLE liberating him from his idolatrous
and 11, Saturdays at 9, 11 and 1
LADY," Roosevelt, State near fear and reverence of nature (it
a. m.
frees nature from "disenchantWashington. Open 9: 15 a. m ., last ment" ). It frees him, too, by creJOY '66, Happy Medium, 901 N·
feature Saturday only, 10:45 p. m. ating a revolution where the ruling
Rush. Tuesday, Wednesday and
BATTLE OF THE BULGE, State is legitimatized by religious symThursday at 9, Friday and Saturbols. Modern "technopolitan" man
at Lake, opens 9 a. m., last feature needs freedom from phony beliefs
day at 9, and 11:30, Sunday at 6
10 :10 p, m.
and his reactionary mentality.
and 9.
In treating man, he must obBORN FREE , The Esquire, Oak
EXHIBITS
viously be placed within a context,
near
Michigan.
First
show
at
2:20,
MAYA ART, Field Museum , Roosand Mr . Cox finds him within " the
secular city ," or the "technopolis ."
evelt Road and Lake Shore Drive. last feature at 10: 15.
The maniere d'etre of the secular
Through June 27. Daily 9 to 6.
Fredene Pecchia city is its anonymity and mobility,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;::;;,;;;;;:::::;;;::.- - - - - - - - i and pratmatism and profanity.
We, secular man, are in fast evoSpeakl'ng
lution towards a state where we
view the world as a series of problems and projects - not as a unified metaphysical whole . Since we
have practically stopped occupying
ourselves with mysteries, we need
to stop applying cryptic and meaningless signs and meanings to
things. We need to become "profane," that is, we need to begin
viewing things "outside the temple ," where in all reality things are.
Continuing his discussion of the
secular city, Mr. Cox points out a

Frankly

It's Not All
Willis' · Fault
Or let's
Just Wait
And See

by Frank Sesko
At long last, after much cont.roversy an9 criticism, Dr. Ben Willis
has resigned . It will be most interesting to watch in September to see
if situations within the Chicago Public School System will change. Al

cross - cultural perspective. The
West is not exclusive, for cities
like New Delhi to Prague are experiencing the secularization process. Although there are wide differences in the historical backgrounds of the culture in which it
takes root, certain common features are exhibited. A unifying
retarding factor of these cities is
that the substantial groups within
the populace are virtually unwilling
to accept the reality of the secular
city, craving a clinging to town and
tribal styles of living; therefore
they are usually unable to wrestle
with the colossal problems of the
traveler. For the past three years ,
technopolis .
during trimester breaks , Sue has
By no means does the seculariza- been visiting different parts of the
tion process squeeze any kind of United States. This past April , she
deity from the scene. On the con- made her way to Miami, the year
trary, a god (for lack of a better before that she spent her vacaterm, Mr. Cox uses the letter tion in New Mexico. Other places
name "god," although he suggests include New York and Colorado.
we hold the "idea" in abeyance But Sue isn 't going to stop there.
awhile until a better term evolves After graduation and before teach- something the secular man can ing, she hopes to visit France, but
truly identify with) is a major not just for its tourist attractions .
premise of Mr. Cox, in explaining Because she wants to become a
the phenomena of urbanization and French teacher, she feels th at
secularization. But he admits that knowing France first hand will give
the starting point of any theology her a better understanding of the
of the church today must be a the- language , customs, and people.
ology of social change, a theology
You 're
probably
wondering,
of revolution. The so-called "god" where Sue gets the money to do
confronts people with and chal- all this traveling. Well, surprise,
lenges them to stand up and face she does it by being a student aide
the new reality.
on the fourth floor of the AdminWithin the phenomena of urban- istration Building, so you see it
ization and secularization, Mr. Cox can be done, by working only fif.
also devotes time to a discussion teen hours a week , and studying
of sex and secularization, and the the rest of the time .
church and the secular university .
JoAnn Pareti
He treats the question "What is 1 - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ,
the purpose of the university, " and
the need for urban-secular man to
WATCH A BLIND
divorce the human activity of sex
from residual tribal lore, superstiCHESSMASTER
tion, and socially induced fear.
play six games
The Secular City champions the
simultaneously
without
old tradition of destroying the tradition whose death spasms we have
touching
the
chessmen
already been witnessing for some
time . Paul was talking to more
people than just the early Christians when he told them to "wake
7:00 p.m.
up!" - to snap out of their trance .
The New Testament calls the process of waking up from a stupor
"metanoia" a very radical
change. The old tradition is dying
- our former selves must die .
The secular city is growing - our
new self is born.
Pat Brieschke.

WED., JUNE 29th

Little Theatre
See Club · News

The Bogart Cult

Bogey Symbolized Rebellion

Raby once told me that Ben Willis was not the cause of the School
System ·s problems, but r ather a symbol of the cause. None the less,
Have you seen "Casablanca" fif. bol. There are those who say BoMr. Raby said that, " no good change could come about until Willis teen times? Can you name the gart is a symbol of rebellion, and
is removed."
minor characters of Bogart's films? today's audiences can experience
I have always felt that it was unjust to place all the blame on Can you establish the sequence of a vi:arious rebellion while viewing
Dr. Willis. He ma y have made some inexcusable errors , but I can't Bogey 's films by his receding hair- his films. Others say Bogart is a
believe situations will suddenly change once he is gone . I hope I am line? If so, you qualify for mem- symbol of honesty and "raw maswrong .
bership in The Bogart Cult.
culinity." He saw thru the phoniWhile in Old Town last week to see Encore Theatre 's production
Almost ten years after his death, ness of the people around him of "The Sound of Music" I chanced to .meet Candy Dawson. As unusal. Humphrey Bogart suddenly be- he refused to conform - he could
Candy was in a hurry but I was glad she stopped as least long enough came the focal point of a revival. do good things without being
to say hello.
There was a spontaneous surge of "goody" - he was the little guy
By the way, after seeing that production of "The Sound of Music." , interest in this man who had played vs . the institution.
·
I can appreciate even more the fine productions put on by our own Broadway in the early twenties
Now, during the strongest surge
Stage Players. I am quite certain Mr. Hoch would not allow a production and then soared to stardom in Hol- of The Cult, we are engulfed with
to be presented if it was as poor as this one was.
lywood . This is not a cult of bys- several biographies by several
The picture of Janice Hersh on page one of the last issue of the terical, emotional youngsters. In- authors . From them we glean segINTERIM left me most plea sed . I hope that the faculty and students stead Bogey's followers are older, ments of a personal life not too
of this college will continue to give Miss Hersh the support she deserves ., post-high school students. In fact, different in personality from the
It will be quite an honor for us if our first Miss ITCC-N is chosen Miss i there seems to be no age bracket Bogart roles on the screen. RichIllinois. The best of luck to Miss Hersh.
i nor are there social-class brackets ard Gehman's biography has an
In the last issue of the INTERIM was also a request for names of in The Bogart Cult.
air of authenticity about it, since
soldiers for our co-eds to write to. I'd like to make a personal request
What has triggered this move- he writes from the position of a
in this area . A long-time friend of mine is now stationed in Cam Rank. ment ? -What---h-as-----eOO£..a red this close associate of Bogart for many
Viet Na m. He writes to me quite often and he ha s told me how good man to a whole generation?· --Wtiat yea~s .
.
it is to hear from people at home .
__
is it that leads whole audiences to•, .· R1ehard Gehman's Bogart 1s
I don't think we can imagine how bad it feels -t:cr oe so far a way sit and voice, with Bogart, com- heart-warming without being sacfrom home in such a battle-torn land . If you 'have a chance . please plete sequences of lines during re- charine and it is human without
drop him a line. P.F.C. Raymond J\fachowski. Jr .. U.S. 55818661. Hq . runs of his films ? Obviously, Hum- being disillusioning. Liberally
Co .. 6th Convalescent Center. AP .0 .. San Francisco. California 96312 . phrey Bogart has become a sym- sprinkled with old movie-stills and

off-screen photos, as well as a
run-down of Bogey's seventy-five
films, this small paper-back will
provide you with an evenings entertainment and leave you with the
feeling that you've made a new
friend!
(Incidentally, the known record
for "Casablanca" viewings is nineteen - and it is held by a medical
student from Harvard! )
Charlotte Frost.
'

Beehive
IS
COMING
SOON
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Weather Word- Wet
by Jeff Provus

Sports
Life

May continued where April left on June 17th, 18th, and 19th. The
off - WET! The April showers humidity will be on the rise
were just not enough for the thirsty throughout the period . Therefore
May flowers, because they drank a thundershower may develop at
some 5.42" (Skokie) more of rain- any time during the period.
fall during May. The final May
Flashing lightning sparks may
1966 percentage was a good 79.7 keep you awake as thunderstorms
per cent.
roll across the city on either the
May also did a funny thing. It 20th or 21st. Expect rather heavy
g ave Chicagoland a new record, rain (probably the month's heavthe LATEST LAST MEASURABLE iest) and maybe some local floodby Harry Rossi
SNOWFALL record! About eight- ing. A "Tornado Watch" might be
tenths of an inch of snow trickled posted. Temperatures will generdown on Chicago on May nth ! ally be warm.
The picture in this article is not
For this week 's column I thought I would round up some of the
Strangely, this past winter gave us
Cooler , but very pleasant wea- fuzzy. The white stuff you see in latest sports gossip and information in case you haven 't had time to
the new record for the LATEST ther will enter the region on the the picture is snow (remember?). st udy th e sports pages lately.
FIRST MEASURABLE
SNOW- 22nd and 23rd. Then things will
In the backgr_ound (above trees),
Bert Yancey , winner of the $100,000 Memphis Open golf tournament
FALL (December 16, 1965).
slowly warm up. Temperatures will you can see mmbostratus clouds. almost missed . a substanti~l pay check. It .seems that Yancey had slept
The following predictions were be 80 degrees or more on the 24th These clouds are a layer of solid late the mornmg of the fmal round and was watching the Gemini 9
made on May 24, and they cover through the 26th. Sunny to partly overcast. Nimbostratus c a u s e space adventure when his caddy called him and told him that he was
the period from June 16 through sunny skies will exist between the steady rain or snow and appear . d~e to t~e in ten minutes . Yancey arrived at the tee at 11 :17 A.M. just
June 29, 1966.
22nd and the 26th.
dark and uniformly gray in color. eight mmutes before- he would have been officially disqualified.
June 16th will be very pleasant
Rainy weather and very over- Their bases look wet and ragged .
What ever happened to Warren Spahn ?
before the 2nd heat wave of the cast skies will occur on the 27th These clouds form near ground . The_forty-five ~ear old left hander is pitching for the Mexico City
month develops. Temperatures on and 28th. This is an excellent time level and rise up to· an average :r1g_ers m the Mexican League. In his first start, Spahn worked five
the 16th will be near or just above to brush-up on indoor chores.
height of 6,500 feet.
mmngs, struck out three, walked one and allowed seven hits . He left
78 degrees .
June 29th ends the period on a
The statistics for JULY 1966 will the game_with a 3-2 lead but did not figure in the final decision. Experts
Turn your thermostats to "cool!" bright note . Pleasant and sunny be in the next article. Also, the are predictmg that the rookie of the year award in the American
Here comes more heat. Tempera- conditions are forecast. The mer e- weather for the July 4th weekend League will go to either fleet footed Tommy Agee of the White Sox
tures will soar above 85 degrees ury wil~ go above 78 degrees.
will be included.
or slugging Rick Reich~rdt of t_he California Angels. Reichardt is given
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l t h e edge ~ecause of his superior home-run hitting ability.
Word 1s that the Black Hawks will be involved in a three team
deal that would possibly bring semi-retired Carl Brewer of Toronto
and Jean Ratelle of New York in return for Hawk captain Pierre Pilote
and either center Phil Esposito or defenseman Matt Ravlich .
The Chicago Bears may have the services of two Sayers this fall.
The Bears have decided to give Gale 's older brother Roger a look-see
this fall. Roger, a 5'8"-155 pounder, was a halfback at Omaha University. (Incidently Roger twice beat Olympic sprinter Bob Hayes in the
· Anthropos have scheduled a trip . · Dickson Mounds is an archeologi- ing lot at ITCC-N and the tour is 100 yard dash. )
. Muhamed Ali alias Cassius Clay went to jolly old England for a
to Dickson Mounds via chartered cal "dig" which has been partly open to students of ITCC-N at $4 fight
and came back a gentleman. Clay's sponsors were so impressed
which
pays
for
the
bus
fee.
Lunch
bus for . Suday, July 31, 19GB, as exc,avated exposing many artiwith his new attitude that they are thinking of forgetting about their
facts which are left in situ. Work and dinner will be the responsibili- threat to drop him as soon as their contract with him expires.
their special event of this trimesThe Detroit Red Wings fine defenseman Doug Barkley has lost
was stopped, exposed surfaces ty of each individual; the meal
ter . Mrs. Barbara Cropper, in- sprayed with a preservative and a stips will be made at places offer- sight in the right eye as a result of an injury suffered when the Black
Hawks' Doug Mohns' hockey stick struck him in the eye. Doug 's playing
structor of the New World Prehis- building was erected over the ing picnic facilities for those who career is over but he will r emain with the Wings as either a scout or
an assistant manager. Just in ca se you wondered what happened to
tory class will accompany the whole mound in order to present wish to carry their sustenance.
Deadline for reservations has Tigran Petrosya n in his World Championship chess match with Boris
group on the tour of the site.
an authentic pictureof actualproSp_assky, you can sleep easy friends because Tigran wo n the championcedure at a site. Guided tours are been set for Thursday, June 30, in ship after the 35th move of the 22nd game in Moscow.
conducted regularly for all visitors order to make final arrangements
but Anthropos will . have the ad- with the bus company. Sarah
vantage of Mrs. Cropper's experi- Diane Smith, vice-president and
S
Coffee House Rendezvous Rectreasurer of the club or Judy Jee- Students whose art work was on
ence as well.
Departure time has been set for ter, president, may' be contacted display_ at last trill!-ester_ may pick ords may be picked up in the IN.
up their art creat10ns m the Art
TERIM office at E 210.
7:30 a. m., Sunday, from the park- f or fur ther informa t 10n.
Office.

Antropos Plan Trip to Dickson Mounds,
All Students Invited to Attend-July 31st

S1nec,·a1
Announcement
:r
588-9365

588-9850

~·
ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
ST

Alicia Jimenez, a professional
Cuban
singer, entertain-eel
members of the Spanish Club
on Thurs. June 9.

Tune..up • Brakes Relined • Car Wash • Tires • Batteries
Towing • C'omplete Road Service

SPECIAL: Air Condition Your Car 5225 & Up Inst.

A building full of exotic
CAMELS, BIG BULLS, 6-FT.
GIRAFFES. HUGE PANDAS ,
FEROCIOUS TIGERS,
BIGGEST LONG HAIR DOGS
MONKEYS, ALLIGATORS,
BEARS, and others

Complete Air Conditioning Service on all factory and after units

IMPORTANT
STAFF MEETING

•
Tue-sday, June 21st
10 A.M. - INTERIM OFFICE

•
All members of the Staff and Students
who wish to ;oin the INTERIM staff
must come!!

Work 4 hours per day
·Monday through Friday

As Parcel Loaders
$2.85 per hour
If you are over 18 years of
age and can work these hours,
apply at

1400 S. JEFFERSON ST.

Bring xour.~ar in on your way to school.
We'll drive you to school and pick you up when your car is ready

5960 W. Ogden Avenue
Cicero, Ill.
6-9854

STUDENTS!

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE

4000 WEST PETERSON
CHICAGO, ILL.

Animal Wonderland

Patronize Our
Advertisers -

Monday through Friday
9:00 to 4:30

Who is your ideal date? · Thousands use Central Control and .its high-speed
computer for a Iive, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to ineet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible:
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
hlghly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

_CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

